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The Gentle Art of Shifting Your Life into Gear 
This final webinar of our Psychological Insights series explores how 

you create the conditions for effective action, and actualize your vision 
of success. It examines inner dichotomy, cognitive dissonance, 
learning from failure, the factors that create success, activating the 
power of your will, and differentiating intention from will. 

Dichotomies 
A dichotomy is the observation that there is a significant difference 

between what you set as an intention, standard, or goal for yourself, 
and what you actually achieve. When we look at some common 
dichotomies, it is important to ask some questions to find out what 
can flatten this divergence. 

Dichotomy Exploratory Questions Examples 

What you intend vs. 
what you actually do 

Where do the actions not 
aligned with your intention 
arise? What are the situations 
where you experience being 
at cause, where you can 
translate your intention into 
reality? 

Maintaining a diet 

What you could or 
should have done vs. 
what you actually did 

How do you make actions 
that meet your standards and 
expectations, so you do not 
feel regret?  

Saying something that 
leads a romantic 
partner to break up 
with you 

Your fantasies of 
achievement vs. what 
you actually achieve? 

What would you need to do or 
change to actually realize 
what you fantasize? 

Imagining you can hit a 
hole-in-one in golf 

Your ideal standards to 
live up to saintly virtues 
vs. your ability to 
actually live them  

What allows you to 
effortlessly live a virtue? 

Your ability to control 
anger, greed, or lust 
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Dichotomy Exploratory Questions Examples 

What you plan vs. what 
you actually achieve 

What makes you successfully 
achieve what you plan? 

What you achieve on 
your monthly or annual 
goal list 

What you visualize 
about where you would 
be at this age vs. what 
you have actually 
attained 

What factors enable you to 
enact or actualize those 
things you visualize in your 
life?  

You set a goal to attain 
your Bachelors degree 
at age 22; you are 30 
and you still have not 
achieved it 

What you visualize you 
will manifest using the 
Law of Attraction vs. 
what actually manifests 

What makes your 
manifestation work reliably?  

You visualized you 
would earn a certain 
amount of money and 
it has not arrived 

What you dreamed your 
relationship would be 
like and what your 
relationship actually is 
like 

How do you select an optimal 
partner? How do ensure your 
daily interaction with your 
partner is fulfilling? 

You have arguments 
with your partner in 
your relationship 

There are no simple solutions to many of these dichotomies. You 
begin the process of reducing the tension between these polarities, 
however, through asking evocative questions and discerning how you 
are empowered in this context. 

Cognitive Dissonance 
Cognitive dissonance—the perception that there is variance 

between what you intend and what you do—underlies much human 
misery. The difference between what you dream and where you are 
now can motivate a variety of responses. Some of these responses are 
adaptive and promote growth; some are regressive, and promote 
absorption in the feeling of misery. As you listen to these different 
scenarios of how people react to dichotomies, notice which ones you 
have experienced, and which ones you most commonly utilize with 
your own dissonance between your dreams and your reality. 
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1 Depression 
You give up on your dreams, and believe they are 
unattainable. Your dreams are so important to you that you 
believe life is not worth living if you cannot achieve them—
and you have not hope of doing so. 

2 Adjustment 
You accept where you are right now, forgive yourself for your 
mistakes, and begin working on gradual change—baby 
steps—towards reaching some of your dreams 

3 Determination 

You decide you will not give up on your dreams, and redouble 
your efforts. You may get expert help, study accounts of 
successful people who have gained mastery in this area, 
analyze and change your behavior, and experiment doing new 
things. You will not give up despite, failure obstacles, or 
setbacks. 

4 
Lowering your 
standards and 
modifying your 
dreams 

You decide that you have set the bar too high, and you lower 
it to what you are now doing. You justify your behavior as the 
best you can do under the circumstances of your life, and 
presume that your former standards were unrealistic 
fantasies. You point out your successes, and tell yourself that 
you are not doing so badly. You consider these were worthy 
goals, but you believe they aren’t in your reach, given your 
innate abilities and resources. 

5 
Classical 
cognitive 
dissonance 

You devalue and criticize your dreams and aspirations, 
believing they were unrealistic and not worth attaining. You 
may feel you deluded yourself in every wanting them, or 
believing you could have them. 

6 
Seeking a 
miraculous 
solution 

You believe that God or other spiritual agency—other than 
your own Higher Self—has the power to manifest your 
dreams, while you do not. You pray, chant, and invoke this 
Being, whom you feel has the power to make your dreams 
come true. 

7 
Seeking a 
magical 
solution 

You seed the Plenum with your thought forms, use 
affirmations to manifest your dreams, and you believe—
despite setbacks or untoward circumstances—that you are 
destined to achieve all of your dreams. You visualize 
continuously, and think about doing, being, and having what 
you desire. You believe that the Law of Attraction works. 
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Could Have, Should Have, Would Have 
When you review your failures to achieve what you visualize, you 

may catch things that you did not perceive at the time you made the 
action. You believe that these would have been better responses, 
better alternatives, and better ways to invest your time, resources, and 
efforts. What you do with these insights frames the way you regard 
your self, and how you respond to the pursuit of your dream in the 
future. 

 

Notice situations where you have used the following strategies after 
experiencing failure. Which gave you the best results?  

1. Recognize this as learning – You renew your efforts, and 
resolve to do better next time. You forgive yourself for your 
mistakes, and start anew. You resolve to not repeat the same 
mistake again. 

2. Blame yourself for your failure – You criticize and castigate 
yourself for failing, and you may punish and deprive yourself. If 
the failure has been severe enough, you may even attempt 
suicide. 
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3. Blame others and your circumstances – You blame others, or 
conditions you cannot control, for your failure. You continue to 
do what you are doing, and then make excuses for your failures. 
If you believe that others have actively sabotaged you or 
interfered with your efforts, you may hold them accountable—
and you may take actions to punish them, sue them, or even 
injure or kill them to make them pay for your failure.  

4. Accept it as fate or God’s will – Here you tell yourself that you 
must not have been destined to have it, or God did not allow it. 
You ask God if you should continue the pursuit of this aim, or 
whether you should just abandon it. You maintain a willingness 
to be guided to right activity. 

5. You regard your failure with shock and horror, and attempt 
to escape – Here you cannot accept that you could fail, so you 
drown your sorrows with drugs or alcohol; or you put it out of 
your mind, and focus on something else. If asked about it, you 
change the subject. 

6. You seek advice and counsel – You go to those with more 
experience than you, or professional expertise, and ask for their 
advice. This can be a parent, a relative, or wise friend; it may be 
a professional helper like a counselor, therapist, coach, or 
minister or clergy of your faith. 

7. You look for signs and portents – You seek out an astrologer 
to see what the planets tell you about your failure; you consult 
the Tarot card reader to see what the cards say. You ask your 
inner guides or angels for advice [or you have someone channel 
them for you]. You throw the I Ching or Runes to know the 
meaning of your experience. 

Which of these approaches seems most effective or useful? 
Which do you find yourself using regularly? 
Which has yielded the best results? Poor results? Which have you 

never tried? 
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Catching the Tail of the Mythical Beast 

When other people succeed in attaining something you want, how 
do they succeed when you don’t? 

 Is it luck? Is it the result of good karma from past lives? 
Random coincidence? 

 Did they use unfair or illegal means to get ahead? 
 Did they put together the right combination of effective 

actions and speech, incentives, resources, and strategy to 
sculpt their success? 

 Is it magic or miracles at work? Did they get a blessing from 
the Divine? Did they do an effective magical incantation? 

 Is it because they were so doggedly determined that they 
would not give up until they achieved success, and would not 
take “no” for an answer? 

Perhaps there were multiple factors that allowed them to succeed, 
like laser beams focused on a common target. What is required is that 
you grab hold of this mythical beast that is your dream, and find a way 
to capture it. 

There is no one formula or master key for success. There may be 
multiple pathways or strategies to arrive at the same destination. The 
solution you must find is your way to attain this prize. 

Just like each lock has a different combination, the combination 
that opens someone else’s lock might not work for yours. So you must 
find the key that solves your puzzle. 

 Does an answer exist for you?  
 Where might you find it?  
 What needs to fit together to unravel your problems? 
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An Affirmation to Find Your Solution 

Within me is the Infinite Intelligence of the Universal Mind, 
or God. This intelligence is capable of finding a solution for 
every problem, including mine. I invite this Intelligence to 
guide me to solve this problem, so I may fulfill my dreams 
and aspirations. I believe that there is a way—even if it is 
not apparent to me now—that will resolve each of my 
hindrances, and turn my failure into success. 

Your Hand on the Gear Shift 
Shifting your life into gear is founded on what you choose. You 

observe the dichotomies in your life. You evaluate whether the 
standards and objectives that you have set are appropriate, and revise 
them if necessary. You resolve to achieve each of your worthy goals. 

You will not stop until you have reached your goals, even though 
you may be delayed, experience setbacks or opposition, or 
temporarily run out of resources. 

You utilize your own strengths and resources; the strengths and 
resources of other people; and the support of your Higher Power and 
the abilities of your Higher Mind to achieve your goals and overcome 
each of your karmic challenges.   

You do not stop. You do not waver. You become an irresistible 
force in the universe. Doing this, you create a destiny of victory and 
success. 
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Using the Right Force 
Some people are unclear about what is will, and how you activate it. 

They are also unclear about what is the difference between will and 
intention. Some people intend to do something, but it never becomes 
reality because their intention is not driving their action. 

 Will drives behavior. Intention guides suggestion and thought. 
 Will is the source of activity within each vehicle of 

consciousness that is subsumed within your personal and 
transpersonal “mantle of consciousness.” Intention operates 
on whatever vehicle your attention is focused in, or upon 
whatevet vehicle your attentional principle targets to give its 
suggestion. 

 Will operates when you plan, and when you take action on 
making your goals real. Intention operates when you are 
giving suggestion, like in hypnosis; or when you are activating 
a spiritual essence through thought, like when you do a 
transformational mantra, or send the Light through an 
attunement. 

 Will is based on a realistic appraisal of your current abilities, 
and using those faculties. Intention can use imagination to 
operate outside this zone of the real and actual, and can 
create new possibilities. 

 Will operates through the axis of the will—the desire based 
will of the ego, the habit generating will of the etheric body, 
the intelligent will of the Self, and the octaves of the will in the 
Superconscious mind up to the transpersonal will that your 
Soul operates. Intention is not limited to the axis of the will—it 
can operate in any vehicle of consciousness, or in any level of 
the mind—wherever you can place your attention or your 
attentional principle, whether it is within or outside the forms 
of your consciousness. 
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 You direct and coordinate the movement of your body over a 
sustained period of time using the will. You can do single 
actions—like assuming a posture, moving your arm in a novel 
way—using intention. Hence will governs voluntary action; 
intention governs ideomotor movement. 

 You activate will when you focus your upon an integrating 
center of your consciousness—your ego, your Self, a nucleus 
of identity, or your Soul. This is called centering.  
You activate intention when you focus your attention upon the 
attentional principle; a variant of intention is called the wish, 
which operates from the spirit—you activate the wish of the 
spirit when you focus your attention upon your spirit. 

 Will commands and directs your vehicles of consciousness. 
Intention affirms, visualizes, anchors seed thoughts, and 
declares a thing to be so (fiat). 

We will share from our writings to further clarify these distinctions, 
especially as they are borne out in spiritual growth and development. 

 

Differences between Will and Intention 
On-line: http://www.mudrashram.com/willdifferences.html 

Some aspirants are unclear about the differences between will and 
intention. It may help them to visualize these two conative forces as 
arising on different poles of being. [Conation means the power of 
endeavor, your ability to make things happen in your inner or outer 
world. Will is only one of the three conative forces that operate within 
you.]  
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The conative force on the four poles is shown below. 
 

Pole Center in  
spiritual body Aspect Active conative 

agency 

One Brain Being None 

Two Heart Individual spirit Wish 

Three Spinal centers Integration center, or nucleus 
of identity Will 

Four “Third eye” Attentional principle Intention 

On pole one, there is no conative force—only the state of existence 
or being.  This is the state of experiencing of your ensouling entity.  

The ensouling entity enters into expression through its vehicles of 
consciousness on pole three. It anchors its manifestation via will 
through its integration centers in the personality, the ego and the Self.  
In the Superconscious mind, it functions through the higher octaves of 
volition, which are anchored in key vehicles of consciousness and 
nuclei of identity. Will operates the activities of its vehicles of 
consciousness; at the grossest level, it governs the movement of the 
physical body. 

Conation on pole two arises from the spirit, through the faculty of 
the wish. This wish may be focused as a commitment, such as a vow 
or sacred promise. It can appear as devotion, a yearning to be with 
God or the spiritual Master. It can take the form of worship, giving rise 
to spontaneous praise and gratitude. It can emerge as surrender and 
obedience to the Master’s will or the Divine Will. It is a force of faith, 
of courage and powerful inner commitment. This force wells up out of 
the spiritual heart’s core of love and devotion. 
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Conation on pole four comes from the attentional principle. It is 
called intention. Intention can be visualized as a beam of thought that 
can be directed to different objects.  

 It can “strike” an object of meditation, like when you use 
intention to activate a transformational mantra.  

 It can “pull” attention to it, such as when you use the directed 
beam of intention in tratakam to focus attention at a specific 
focal point or upon a particular spiritual essence.  

 It can also be used to “pull” its own form of consciousness 
(purusa) upward into higher focal points of the Super-
conscious mind, as is utilized in direct projection. 

A helpful exercise that will enable aspirants to make this subtle 
distinction between the will, the wish, and the intention is to 
consciously shift their attention from the conative force on pole two, 
to pole three, and then, pole four.  This can be done by meditating on 
the force of the wish in the spirit and its different avenues of 
expression, the octaves of the will, and the ways that the faculty of 
intention operates. 

Once aspirants can make this distinction, they can correctly select 
the appropriate conative force to utilize for a particular project. For 
example: 

 They will learn to use intention to activate their transform-
ational mantra or to focus their attention.  

 They will use volition when working or doing service.  
 They will broadcast their wish to the spiritual Master, when 

they seek to receive Divine Grace and obtain assistance in 
their journey back to God on the Path of the Nada.  

Clarifying these three different types of conation will make you 
more effective in your life and in your spiritual development. 
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Thank you for attending our webinar today! 
	  
	  

	  
 


